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ABSTRACT 

A mixed compound Ni x Mn l x Ti0 3 with two competitions of exchange interactions 
and of weak anisotropies was studied by neutron scattering experiments, and its 
x-T phase diagram was established. In addition to the spin-glass (SG) and 
re-entrant spin-glass (RSG) behaviors, two types of a spin axis rotation were 
observed. One is a spin axis rotation due to the competition of anisotropies, the 
other is a new type of the spin axis rotation in which spins rotate from the spin 
easy axis against the anisotropy. We interpret that the latter rotation occurs by the 
competition of the subtle energy balance between the exchange frustration, the 
singleion anisotropy and the dipole interaction. From the magnetization 
measurement, we find that a weak single-ion anisotropy causes the successive 
SG transitions in the Ni^Mn^/ROj system. By the profile analysis of quasi-elastic 
scattering, we find that there appears the diffuse scattering which cannot be 
explained by single Lorentzian below the lower SG transition temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are a number of investigations on Heisenberg spin glass (SG) properties for almost 
two decades. Most of samples studied are polycrystalline samples of magnetic diluted alloys. In 
order to study the Heisenberg SG behavior more precisely, a non-diluted system and its single 
crystal sample would be desirable. A family of mixed compound system FejMn^TiOj and 
CoxMn,.,Ti03 is one of the examples of non-dilute SG system[l]. From this family, we choose 
a NixMni.xTi03 system to study the Heisenberg SG behavior. In addition to the competition of 
exchange interactions, however, it possesses a competition of the spin anisotropies, and yield a 
complicated phase diagram. We investigated all the concentration region of the NixMn, , xTi0 3 by 
neutron scattering and DC susceptibility, and established x-T phase diagram[2] [3]. In this paper 
we report the behaviors observed in the neutron scattering measurements, including the novel 
successive spin axis rotation and the successive SG transitions. 

NEUTRON EXPERIMENTS 

Single crystals were grown by the Floating-Zone method. The concentration gradient of 
each sample was within 0.0003/mm and the mosaic of the samples was less than 10'. Neutron 
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ABSTRACf 

A mixedcompound Ni.Mn1_.TiO) with twocomp巴titionsof exchange interactions 
and of weak anisotropies was studied by neutron scattering experiments， and its 
x-T phase diagram was established. In addition to the spin-glass (SO) and 
re-entrant spin-glass (RSO) behaviors， two types of a spin axis rotation were 
observ巴d.One is a spin蹴 isrotation due to the compe出 onof anisotropies， the 
other is a new type of the spin axis rotation in which spins rotate丘'Omthe spin 
easy axis against the創tisotropy.We泊terpretthat the latt巴rrotation occurs by the 
competition of the subt1e energy ba1ance between the exchange frustration， the 
singleion anisotropy and the dipole interaction. From the magnetization 
measurement， we find that a weak single-ion anisotropy causes the successive 
SO transitions in the Ni.勘hト足百0)system. By白eprofile analysis of quasi-elastic 
scattering， we find that there appears the diffuse scattering which cannot be 
explained by s加gleLorentzian below the lower SO町ansitiontemp巴:rature_

町τ'RODUCflON

There are a number of investigations on Heisenberg spin glass (SO) properties for a1most 
two decades. Most of samples studied紅唱 polycrys凶linesamples of magnetic diluted alloys. In 
order to study the Heisenberg SO behavior more precisely， a non-diluted system and its single 
crystal sample would be desirable. A family of mixed compound syst巴mFe.Mn1_.Ti03 and 
Co.Mn1_.TiO) is one of the examples of non-dilute SO system[I]. From this family， we choose 
a Ni足Mn1_.TIO)sy蹴 mto study the Heisenberg SO behavior. In addition to the competition of 
exchange interactions， however， it possesses a competition of the spin anisotropies， and yield a 
complicat巴dphase diagram. We investigated a11 the concentration region of the Ni.Mnl_' TiO) by 
neutron scanering and DC susceptibility， and established x-T phase diagram[2][3]. In this paper 
we repon the behaviors observed in the neutron scattering measurements， including the novel 
successive spin axis rotation and the successive SO transitions. 

NEUTRON EXPERIMENTS 

Single crystals were grown by the Floating-Zone method. The concentration gradient of 
each sample was within O.OOO3/mm and the mosaic of the samples was less than 10¥Neutron 
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scattering experiments were performed on a triple axis spectrometer ISSP-4G installed in JRR-3M 
at JEARI, Tokai. Incident neutron with ki = 2.57 or 2.67A'' was selected by pyrolytic graphite 
(PG) (002) reflection, and a PG filter was set in front of the monochromator to suppress higher 
energy neutrons. Each sample was mounted so as to give the (hOl) scattering plane. The 
spectrometer was operated in the double axis configuration, and we measured the temperature 
dependence of Bragg and diffuse scattering intensity with a combination of collimators of 40'-
40'-40'. For the SG sample x=0.42, the temperature dependence of the transverse profile was 
measured around the NiTi03-type Bragg point (0, 0, 1.5) with collimators of 20'-20'-20'. In 
this case, transverse, longitudinal and vertical resolutions (FWHM) of the spectrometer at the 
(0,0,1.5) reciprocal lattice point were 0.00225 (r.l.u.), 0.0380 (r.l.u.)and0.10( A' 1), respectively. 

RESULTS 

(A) MAGNETIC STRUCTURE 
In this section we report two spin axis 

rotations observed in the MnTi03 type AF 
region (x=0.25,0.38). 
(i) spin axis rotation (1) : x=0.25 

The temperature dependences of Bragg 
intensity and diffuse intensity at around the 
MnTiOj type Bragg point (0,0, 3) and (1, 0, 
-1) are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), 
respectively. The Bragg intensity of (1, 0, 
-1) grows rapidly below T N = 37 .0 t 0 5 K, 
indicating the MnTi03 type long range order 
(LRO) was established. With further lowering 
the temperature, the Bragg intensity slightly 
decreases around 20K, but turns to increase 
below 15K. On the other hands, the 
temperature dependence of the Bragg intensity 
at (0,0,3) has no anomaly at T N and appears 
at the lower temperature T R ( i ) s = 19 .0 t 0 5 K 
and increases monotonically at lower 
temperatures. The diffuse intensity at (0.957, 
0,-1) exhibits a peak of the critical scattering 
at T N , while that at (0, 0, 2.86) exhibits 
peaks at T N and T R ( 1 ) S , respectively. Both 
increase rapidly at low temperatures. The 
different temperature dependence of the Bragg 
intensity of (0, 0, 3) and (1,0, -1) indicates 
a rotation of the spin axis. As shown in 
Fig. 1(c), the MnTiOj type LRO with the 
spin axis parallel to the c-axis is established 
first at TN, then it starts to rotate towards the 
c-plane at T K ( 1 ) S , and finishes the rotation at 
T R ( 1 ) E = 15.5K with the final moments parallel 
to the c-plane. 
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Fig.l(a)(b) Temperature dependence of the Bragg and diffuse 
intensity at around (0,03) and (1,0,-1), respectively, 
(c) Tempearture dependence of the moments parallel to the 
c-axis, MQ, and that to the a-axis, Ma? respectively. 
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different temperature dependenω'OftheBragg 
intensity 'Of (0， 0， 3) and (1， 0，・1)indicates 
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Fig.l(c)， the MnTI03 type LRO with the 
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(ii) spin axis rotation (2): x=0.38 
The temperature dependences of Bragg 

intensity and diffuse intensity for the x=0.38 
sample are shown in Fig.2(a) and (b), 
respectively. The Bragg intensity of (0, 0, 
3) appears at T N = 17.8 ± 0 5K. With lowering 
the temperature, the Bragg intensity increases 
monotonically, shows a round peak around 
12K and then turns to decrease until becoming 
the back ground counts. The Bragg intensity 
of (1,0,2) also appears at TN. Its temperature 
dependence is the same with that of (0, 0,3) 
until about 7K, then it turns to increase. 
The temperature dependences of diffuse 
intensity at (1, 0, 2.85) and (1, 0, 1.85) 
were observed from the higher temperature 
than TN. They exhibit cusps at lower 
temperature 7 .5 ± 0 5K. As is the case of the 
x=0.25 sample, the difference of the 
temperature dependence of the Bragg intensity 
between at (0, 0, 3) and (1,0,2) indicates a 
spin axis rotation. The result of the analysis 
for this data is depicted in Fig.2(c). From 
this picture we find that in this sample the 
MnTi03 type LRO with the spin axis parallel 
to the c-plane sets in at TN, its spin axis 
starts to rotate toward the c-axis at T K ( 2 ) S = 
8 .5 t 0 5 K and the rotation stops at T R ( 2 ) E = 
6 .0 ± 0 5 K with the moments parallel to the 
c-axis. It should be noted that this spin axis 
rotation takes place by the expense of the 
single-ion anisotropy energy, in contrary to 
the rotation observed in the x=0.25 sample. 
This type spin axis rotation has not observed 
until this work. Our interpretation will be 
discussed in the latter section " Phase diagram 
& discussion". 

By the magnetization measurement, we 
find that the x=0.38 sample exhibits a RSG 
transition at 9 .5 t 0 S K. The intensity of the 
magnetic Bragg scattering is also observed 
below the RSG transition temperature. This 
means that the RSG phase of this system is a 
mixed phase, consisting of the SG ordering 
and the MnTi03 type LRO. 
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Fig.2(a)(b) Temperature dependence of the Bragg and diffuse 
intensity at around (0,0,3) and (1,0,2) for the RSG sample 
ofx=0.38. 
(c) Tempearture dependence of the moments parallel to the 
c-axis, Mc2, and that to the a-axis, M ,̂ respectively. 
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(B)PROFILE ANALYSIS 
In the SG and RSG samples, the temperature dependence of irreversibility between 

field-cooled and zero-field-cooled magnetization exhibits two anomaly, suggesting the successive 
SG transitions. In order to obtain the information on the successive SG transitions by neutron 
scattering measurements, quasielastic scattering measurements were performed. The results of 
the x=0.42 SG sample are reported below. 

By the magnetization measurement of 
the x=0.42 sample, the moment parallel to 
the easy axis freeze at T S G "=9.5 ± 0 5K and the 
SG freezing of the transverse moment takes 
place a tT I O

± =6.0 ± 0 . J K. 
The temperature dependence of the 

quasi-elastic neutron scattering profiles is 
shown in Fig.3(a). With decreasing the 
temperature, the inverse geometrical 
correlation length K (=1/ £) decreases, and 
the intensity in a small q region increases 
accordingly. A sharp Bragg-like peak 
observed at q=0 may be caused by the higher 
order contamination or by the double scattering 
of the intense diffuse scattering. First we 
analyzed the profile data by assuming that 
the magnetic scattering consists of the 
Lorentzian term and necessary back ground 
terms. However, agreement of the profile 
becomes progressively worse at low 
temperatures because of rapid increase of the 
diffuse scattering in the small q region. In 
order to account for the deviation from the 
q' 2 dependence, we tentatively added the 
squared-Lorentzian term to the cross section 
as shown in eq.(l). This form was chosen to 
describe disordered frozen states expected for 
the SG phase in an analogy of the random 
field problem[4]. 
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Fig.3. (a) Temperature dependence of the 
quasi-elastic neutron scattering profiles, 
(b) Temperature dependence of Lorentzian 
A/K2 and squared-Lorentzian B / K 4 at q = 0 

S(q )=—A— + 
K 2 + q2 (K2 + q2f 

2 — - + G5(0) + B.G . (1) 

The temperature dependence of the cross section S(q=0) is shown in Fig.3(b), where the 
contribution of the Lorentzian A/ /c 2 and that of squared-Lorentzian B/ /c" are separately depicted. 
We find that on lowering the temperature, the diffuse scattering gradually increases and the 
intensity of the Lorentzian component becomes significant below T S G". On further lowering the 
temperature, the deviation from the Lorentzian becomes non-negligible. Below T^, the 
squared-Lorentzian term steeply increases, although a substantial fraction of the Lorentzian 
contribution still remains. The temperature at a rapid increase of Lorentzian component as well 
as the temperature where the Lorentzian squared component appears are in excellent agreement 
with the SG successive transition temperatures T S G ' ' and T s o

x which are determined by the 
magnetization measurements. 
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diffuse scattering in the smal1 q region. 1n 
order to account for the deviation from the 
q.2 dependence， we tentatively added the 
squareιLorentzian terrn to the cross section 
as shown in叫・(1).This forrn was chosen to 
describe disordered f同zensta除sexpected for 
the SG phase in an analogy of the random 
field problem[4]. 

(b) Temperature dependence of Lorentzian 
A/'I¥.2 and squared-Lorentzian B/~ at q = 0 

S(q)=~ー+ァ~τ+Go(O) + B.G . (1) 
'1¥.2 + q2 (1(2 + q2)2 

Thetemperaωre dependence ofthe cross section S(q=O) is shown in Fig.3(b)， where the 
contribution of the Lorentzian A/ 1C2 and伽 tofsquru吋・.LorentzianB/ 1C4 are sepru宣伝Iydepic凶.

We find that on lowering the temperature，出ediffuse scattering gradually increases and the 
intensity of the Lorentzian component becomes significant below TsG". On further lowering the 
temperature， the deviation from the Lorentzian bel:omes non-negligible. Below TsG.1， the 
squared-Lorentzian terrn steeply increases， although a substantial fraction of the Lorentzian 
contribution still remains. The temperature at a rapid increase of Lorentzian component as well 
as t批h恥e給蜘m岬pe倒mωrew叫h附巴

w訓it白ht恥heSG s釦ucαceωs凶凶s討iv刊et凶rans悶SI悩t“io叩nt飽巴mp戸eraturesT.丸sGdI and Ts〆EJム w叫hi凶ch蹴 deterrnined by the 
magnetization measurements. 
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PHASE DIAGRAM AND DISCUSSION 

The magnetic x-T phase diagram of NinMn^TSOj is, shown in Fig.4. In this system, 
SG and RSG behaviors were observed. The RSG phase of the system is found to be the mixed 
phase of the coexistence of MnTi03 type or NiTi03 type LRO and the SG ordering. 

In the MnTiOj AF phase, two kinds of spin axis rotation were observed. One is a 
rotation from parallel to perpendicular to the c axis, and the other is a rotation from perpendicular 
to parallel to the c axis. 

Fig.4 
The magnetic phase diagram of 
Ni xMni_ xTi03 system. 
A hatched region indicates the 

0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 region where the spin axis rotates. 
Ni concentration 

The starting temperature of the rotation T R ( 1 ) S , increases with the higher concentration of 
Ni. This indicates that the spin axis rotation is due to the competition between the dipole 
interaction and the single-ion anisotropy of Ni2*. In contrast, the second rotation observed in 
x=0.38 sample is very unusual, and we interpret it as described below. The MnTi03 type LRO 
with the moment parallel to the c plane is first established at TN. With decreasing the temperature, 
the moment becomes larger, and the frustration due to the competition among exchange interactions 
increases. Then with further lowering the temperature, an energy loss by the frustration of 
exchange interactions exceeds the energy gain by the single-ion anisotropy so that the local 
moments can point any direction against die easy axis. In other words, the local moments will 
realign the local spin axis to reduce the exchange frustration. The dipole interaction favors the 
moments to align along >lie c axis for the MnTi03 type AF structure. 

In the present study, two successive SG transitions associated with the longitudinal and 
transverse components were observed in the Heisenberg-like SG sample Ni0 4 2Mn 0 5 8Ti0 3 . 'I his 
phenomenon is naturally explained by taking account of the effect of the single-ion anisotropy. 
According to a mean field theory by Cragg and Sherrington[5] and by Roberts and Bray[6], a 
weak anisotropy splits the SG transition into two transitions. In a Heisenberg-like SG system 
with a weak single-ion anisotropy, regardless of the type of the spin anisotropy D > 0 or D < 0 , 
the components parallel to the anisotropy freeze first and the perpendicular component freezes 
successively. We interpret that a weak planar anisotropy in the Ni0 4 2Mn 0 5 ,Ti0 3 sample causes a 
SG freezing of the in-plane component first at T s o , and then it causes the freezing of the 
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PHASE DIAGRAM AND DISCUSSI0N 

The magnetic x-T phase diagram of Ni.MnI..TI03 is， shown in Fig.4. ln this system， 
SG and RSG behaviors were observed. The RSG phase of the system is found to be the mixed 
phase of the coexistence of加InTI03type or Ni'百03type LRO and th巴SGordering. 

ln the MnTiO] AF phase， two kinds of spin axis rotation were observed. One is a 
m飽tion合'omparaIlel to pe中endicularto出ec axis， and the other is a rotation丘omperpendicular 
topar叫lelto the c axis. 
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Fig.4 
The magnetic phase diagram of 
Ni x Mn l-x Tiu.3 sys蜘 1.

A hatched region indicates the 
region where the spin axis rota低s.

百 est副 ngtemperatur官 ofthe rotation TR【1)5'increases with the higher concentration ?f 
Ni. This indicates that the spin砿 isrotation is due to the competition between the dipole 
interaction and the single-ion anisotropy of Ni2+. In contrast， the second rotation observed in 
x=0.38 sample is very unusual， and we interpret it as described below. The MnTiO]ザpeLRO
wi白血.emoment parallelω白巴cplane is first established at T N' With decreasing the temperature， 
the moment becomes 1紅'ger，佃d曲efrus回 .tiondue to the competition among exchang巴interactions
increases. Then with further lowering the temperature， an energy loss by the frusttation of 
exchange interactions exceeds the energy gain by the single-ion anisotropy so that the local 
moments can point any direction against the easy axis. In other words， the local moments wi1l 
realign白elocal spin axis to reduce the exchange frustration.τbe dipole interaction favors the 
moments ωali伊 alongthec蹴 isforthe Mr由03type AF sttucture. 

In the present study， two successive SG transitions associated with the longitudinal and 
ttansverse components were observed in the Heisenberg-like SG sample Nio.4~O.S8TI03' ':his 
phenomenon is naturally explained by taking account of the effect of the single-ion anisotropy. 
According to a mean field theory by Cragg and Sherrlngton[5] and by Roberts and Bray[6)， a 
weakaniso釘opysplits the SG町'ansitioninto two transitions. In a Heisenberg-like SG system 
with a weak single-ion aniso回 py，regardless of the type of the spin加 isotropyD >0 or D <0， 
the components p釘allelto the aniso佐opy金田zefirst and出epe叩endicularcomponent freezes 
successively. We i胸中'retthat a we紘 plan釘叩~~~fY!~恥 Nio.42MnO.S戸.03 samplec加問a
SG freezing of the in':-plane component frrst at Tsd'， and then lt cause's the仕'eezingof th巴
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remaining component parallel to the c-axis at the lower transition temperature T S G

X . Note that the 
c-axis component maintains the freedom of fluctuations in the intermediate phase for T S G " ^ T > 
T S G ' L , but all components are frozen below Tsc

x. In the present neutron scattering experiments 
the deviation of the scattering function from the Lorentzian is observed only in the totally frozen 
SG state. We emphasize here that the change of the features of the diffuse scattering is consistent 
with the magnetization measurements and the combined results strongly support two successive 
SG transitions in the Heisenberg-like SG system with a weak planar anisotropy. 

In Ni„Mn,.xTi03 system, we observed a variety of magnetic phases, including the new 
successive spin axis rotation and the successive SG (RSG) transition. We hope that this system 
provides useful information for studies on a magnetically random system. 
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